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A&STRACT
The expensive investigations la the past have conclusively es­
tablished th&t the alkali ions are responsible for the electrical con­
ductivity of glass in both the brittle and viscous states; however, 
with the exception of one investigation in the brittle state* little 
consideration baa bean given to detemlnation of th® mobility of the 
alkali ion in such glassy systems* A review of the. literature per­
taining to the electrical conductivity of glass is presented*
A method, baaed -on the rate of development of the ionic space 
charge responsible for polarisation of conductivity cell employing 
direct current voltages, i3 proposed as a Keans for measuring the rel­
ative ionic mobility in the fused state* Similar studies in the field 
of liquid dielectrics are reviewed* Heaaurexents of the relative 
mobility of lithium, sodium and potassium in boron trioxide glass mere 
made and the data presented* It is Indicated that ionic mobility and 
temperature are related as a simple exponential in the form,a •* a,e~*>/T, 
and mobility and ionic size are similarly related in the fora, 
a * a«*e~k,a*
The conductivity and viscosity data for sodium-boron trioxide 
glass, as reported by previous investigators, are reviewed and compared 
with these findings* It is indicated that good agreement la possible 
if the increase in conductivity attributable to the sodium ion is con­
sidered rather than the gross conductivity of the glass* The conduc­
tivity attributable to the sodium ion is considered to be the difference 
between that of the sodium bearing glass and that of pure boron trioxide.
OiAPTSS* I
tm  n m i m
The numerous investigations of electrical conductivity of glass 
in both the brittle and viscous states, which hove teen reported to 
date, have conclusively established that such conductance may be at­
tributed entirely or in large part to the transferrenee of ionic char­
ges* In 1B&4 Warburg* encountered and reported the phenomena that When 
glass in the brittle state is subjected to a direct current voltage the 
resultant current rapidly diminishes with time* In explanation it was 
proposed that the conductivity was due to the transfer of ionic charges 
and that such transfer led to polarisation of the system with the sub­
sequent decrease in current as a function of time* A scries of inves­
tigations followed which led to the verification of tills proposed ex­
planation and culminated in the actual measurement of the ionic mobil­
ity of the sodium ion by Kraus and Darby^*
Electrical conductivity of glass in the viscous state has been 
extensively investigated during the past three decades, and it is indi­
cated that the process differs from that In the brittle state In that 
the electronic conductance of the glass attains an appreciable magnitude* 
Since such electronic conductance is superimposed upon the ionic conduc­
tance, It is not feasible to utilise the * gross’* conductivity
*barburfi, E», 11 'Usher dal Electrolyse ties Fasten 010000%  Ann* 
Pfryolk* Chen* 21: 622, 1SS4
SKraus, C. A*, and Darby, £. H», "A Study of the Conduction 
Process in Ordinary Soda-Lias Glass", Jour* Acer* Chew* 8oe* A&t 2783* 
1922
meaeuresxmts for the purpose of determining data relative to the nobil­
ity of Ions present in a particular system. Kuller and Harking 
attempted to establish the existence of Ionic conductance in boron tri­
oxide glasses of low sodium content by measuring the potential gradient 
in cells of such glasses during conductance to establish the existence 
of polarisation. Ho evidence of space charge was encountered until the 
sodium content was increased to 12.5 por coat. Previous investigations, 
which are reviewed in Chapter XI, had established, however, that the 
gross conductivity increases with Increasing sodium content indicating 
ionic conductance attains appreciable magnitudes at eodlusa content© 
well below 12.5 per cent. While Kuller and Markin failed to establish 
the existence of a space charge in boron trioxide glasses of low sodium 
content, it was felt that in view of the conductivity data the experi­
ment was worthy of further consideration. Furthermore, it was felt 
that a study of the space charge encountered with polarising electrodes 
and the rate of its development should provide a means for determining 
some data pertinent to Ionic mobility in the viscous ©tats. Whitehead 
and Marvin**, BersfoldS, Whitehead and Hinoy6, and others investigated 
the transference of charged, heavy ions and the subsequent development
^Kuller, H. L. and Markin, B. X., ” The fSature of Electrical 
Conductivity of Boric Oxide Glass Low in Alkali” , Acta. Phyg. Chita.
USSR. Is 160, 1934? Abstract Ko. 1131 Jour. Soc. Class Tech. 19: 418#
1935
^Whitehead, J. B. and Marvin, R. H., ” Anomalous Conduction as & 
Cause of Dielectric Absorption", Trans. AXES 4$: 299, 1929
%ersfold, JC. F., * The Influence of Surface Conditions and Space 
Charges on the Conductivity of Poor Conductors ”, Phy. Review 34* 791# 1929
^Whitehead, J. B. and Minor, E. £., ” Space Charge in Liquid Di­
electrics”, Physics. 6s 380, 1935
2
3
of a space charge in liquid dielectrics, such as transformer oils, and 
In such solid dielectrics as parafin and other commercial waxes* From, 
such consideration these investigators were ultimately able to estab­
lish specific data pertinent to the size of the ions present and their 
mobility*
CHAPTER II
r m r m  or lxteratcbe
The electrical conductivity of glass at tessperatures below and 
above the so-called * transforation temperature* has been studied by 
many investigators in an effort to dot end. no the nature of the process 
responsible for the conductivity or to ascertain information or to ver­
ify theories concerning the atomic arrangement present in the glassy 
state* Probably the earliest reported works are those of Warburg^ and 
Warburg and Tegetmeler2* Their investigation consisted of placing a 
mercury-filled test tub© in a mercury bath and applying a direct current 
potential across the glass using the mercury in the bath and within the 
test tube as the electrodes. With a constant direct current voltage 
applied, the current was found to decrease rapidly. However, when the 
mercury in the above cell was replaced with a sodium amalgam, the 
current did not diminish with time. Since it was necessary to have 
sodium Ions present at the anode to keep the rate process constant, they 
concluded that the sodium ion was the charge carrier responsible for 
the conductivity of the system.
The subsequent investigations to verify and to extend the work of 
these early investigators are numerous. LeBlanc and herchbaiaa3 found 
that the Initial conductivity of the glass could b© duplicated in colls
M/arburg, g., »* Ueber del Elektrolyse dee Fasten Gl*ses,,, Ann. 
Physlk. Chers. 21: 622, 1634
^Warburg, E. and Teget&eicr, P., * liber die ELectroytich© Leitung 
des Bergkryatalla w, Ann. Physlk. Cheia. 35s A45, 13SB
^loBlanc, M. and Kerchbaum, E., n Elektrisltatsleitung curch 
Gins", 2 ©it. fur Physiksllschechemie. 72: 4>63, 1710
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with m ercury electrodes if sodium ions were introduced into th© anode 
taercury. Furthermore, they found that the initial state could be had 
If the surface layer of th© glass which had been in contact with the 
m ercury anode was removed by grinding. It was concluded that the trans­
fer of ions away from the anode surface was responsible for the de­
creasing conductivity and that by either supplying sodium ions to th© 
anode or by removing the surface layer from vhich the sodium had been 
removed by the electrolysis, the original conductivity characteristic 
could be realised#
Bauch and Kinrichsen^ found frees a study of electrical conductiv­
ity over a considerable range of temperature that the following rela­
tionship between resistivity and temperature existed:
log p *  I *  C
where f> is the specific resistivity 
v and C are constants 
f is the absolute temperature
they applied this relationship to conductivity data of various mater­
ials as reported by other investigators of that period and found good 
agreement in all cases# Exceptional agreement was found in the case of 
the data reported by Arndt5 In his investigation of the electrical con­
ductivity of fused salts# Arndt developed the following relationship 
from his study of the chlorides of potassium, sodium, calcium, strontium,
teauch, E. and Hinricheen, F# *?., w Ubor Eina Besiehung Zvichon 
EleJctriecher Leltfahlgkelt and Teaperatur", Zelt. Klektrochera# 14s 41* 
1908
5Arndt, K# ” Leitfahigkeit ernes sungen An Oeschsolaonen Baleen w, 
Zeit. KLektrocfam X2x 337* 1906
6
and barium as wall aa sodium and potassium sulphate and potassium car­
bonates
■A - » [l ♦ b (t - 900*) - c (t - 900*)*]
where A l a  the specific conductance 
a, b, c are constants 
t is the temperature (*C.)
The constants for each salt studied were reported and in the c&ce of 
the salts containing the monovalent ions « c* was zero, indicating a 
simple relationship containing only first order terms. The value n eM 
for the salts of bivalent ions vsb of such magnitude that the second 
order term could not be neglected.
Prom this investigation Pouch and Hinrlchsen felt that the mech­
anism giving rise to electrical conductivity in both cases, that is, in 
the glasses uoed in their investigation and the monovalent salts studied 
by Arndt, was either identical or very similar in nature. Furthermore, 
from general observations during t,h-3 investigation, they were of the 
opinion that a relationship similar to that which they had derived be­
tween resistivity and temperature must exist between resistivity and 
viscosity.
During this period very little work was conducted to ascertain 
what relationship might exist between sodium content and electrical 
conductivity of glass. Host of the investigators had deployed glasses 
commercially available at that tiiae and in saost cases the composition 
was not reported, probably because such were secret compositions of 
the producers. Probably the first reported work was that of Arndt^ who 
" kArndt, n Eleictrolytische Dissozi&tien CescLisolzener
Salze” , Ber. 401 2937, 190?
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had investigated the electrical conductivity of a series of fusions 
varying in composition from pure sodium a^at&phosphaie to five per cent 
sodium set&pkoephate and ninety-five per cent boric oxide anhydride*
He bed considered the boric oxide as merely a dilutent, yet it is one 
of the caisson glass formers along with the phosphate addition* He did 
not report the data obtained during this investigation, but he summar­
ised his results by stating that a linear relationship existed between 
conductivity and concentration and on this basis concluded that the 
soditaa metaphosphat© was completely dissociated in all concentrations* 
From conductivity and fluidity data he also concluded that a linear re­
lationship existed between these two properties of the fusions*
Adbronn*^ at a later date investigated the electrical conductiv­
ity of a basic lime-silica glass to which sodium was added in controlled 
amounts. Ho found the following relationship to exist between specific 
resistivity, temperature, and sodium content:
£ *' cte^^
where £ is the specific resistivity 
a is & constantf Id a variable and a linear function of 
the sodium content 
T is the absolute temperature
In a later study, Asbronn® measured the electrical conductivity 
of thirteen different glasses in which the sodium content varied from 
twelve to thirty-six per cent and calcium fross four to twenty per cent* 
He found the following relationship between temperature and conductivity
A^asbronn, Richard, * Eloktrischer lottfahlgkeit von 01 as und 
Quars”, Phyalk* Zeit. 1/*: 112, 1913
^Ambronn, Richard, * Tiber die Elektrische Leitfohigkeit von 
ffatron-KalksilicatgXasurn", Ann* Fhyslk. 508 139, 1919
to bo applicable*
-A.* Lo*-3/*
where Lq and 3 are constant
T is the absolute temperature
Furthermore, he found that cloven per cent of calciusi and sodium 
Jointly are fired 'within the glass and take no part in the conduction 
process# This finding was verified by several later vorkers and vill 
be cited later.
Schulse^, interested in ascertaining the decree of dissociation 
of silver chloride and silver bronide in the fused state, found that 
when a sodium glass was imersed in the fusion, an anmmt of silver 
diffused into the glass and the sodium displaced by the silver lone la 
turn diffused into the fusion. He found that the a?sount of silver en­
tering the glass was proportional to t.ho concentration of silver ions 
present in the fusion. In cn earlier study^® he found that the con­
ductivity of the glass increased aw roxirately fifty per cent after a 
replacement of sodium by silver. An extensive study of the diffusion 
process was undertaken and Schulte found that the following relation­
ship®, suggested by Karburg^, were valid t 
ra «* c \/t - v6v?
where m is the number of Ag* ions diffusing through 
a square centimeter of glass surface 
t is the tine interval 
-A. is the electrical conductivity 
T is the absolute temperature 
c and cx are constants
^3chulse, Gunther, ■ Bestlajsung Des Dissoaiatlongrades von Gesch- 
iboIslenssa Chlorsilber and Bramailber*, Zelt. gtektrochew. 19* 122, 1913. i •
/ ^Schulze, Gunther, w Unterouchungen Uber die Diffusion von Sil—
ber in Gl&s”, Arm. JPhyslk. I»0t 335, 1913
^Warburg, K., H Uber Diffusion von Ketallen in das*, ftm. 
Ph^sik. 40* 327, 1913
\faile Schulze was only Indirectly interested in the glass, phase 
in the above cited work, his findings were cf significance to the glass 
researchers, since by acting the depth of discolor!sation the depth, of 
penetration of the silver ion into the glass can bo followed by moans 
of a microscope. This fact was used by Kraus and Darby^ in a, very 
noteworthy study of the conduction process in glass, they used glass 
tubing containing 16.9)1- 11.24* C&Q, 2*35% Al^Q^ and 69*51^ SiQ2«
Small sections cut from this tubing were closed at one end by heating 
in an air-gas florae, and the tubes thus forced were filled with ra&rcuzyfc 
These were placed in fused igKO^ baths and the rate of replacement of 
sodium ions by silver ions was studied as a function of temperature* 
Frost this study of the rate of the moving boundary, they determined 
that the ionic nobility varied from 4.52 oc 10“® centiliters per volt • 
centimeter at 273*0. to 5#90 x 1G~^ centimeters per volt centimeter at 
343°C. Knowing the depth of teiersioa of the tube and the depth of 
penetration of the silver, the volume of the glass affected by the 
electrolysis could be detemined, and since the initial amount of god- 
lira in this volume could be calculated from the previously cited anal­
ysis of the glass, the number of sodiun ions initially present in tills 
volume could bo calculated. A copper eoulametor was employed in con­
junction with the above described cell, and from the measured charge 
transferred during the electrolysis the amount of sodium effective in 
the volume affected by the electrolysis could be determined* The ratio
Kraus, C. A . ,  and Darby, 12. H . ,  ” A Study of the Conduction 
Process in Ordinary Soda-Lino Glass,” Jour. Amor. CheauSoc* 4Ar 2733* 
1922
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of the amount of sodium entering into the transfer to the amount init­
ially present w f  reported as the per cent n icfcistation” of the sodium 
at the tesapor&ture employed. The "Ionization” varied from 74./$ at 
27S*C. to Sl.O^ o at 343°0. These data are probably In agreement with 
Aabrorm*©^ earlier reported value of S9/», since his measurements were 
xaade at temperatures above 400*C. Kraus and Darby concluded that the 
sodium not e n te r in g into the electrolysis was cither not charged or 
held in fixed positions within the structure. Since the ** ionization*1 
varied only slightly in the temperature range studied, it was concluded 
that the great increase in conductance mist be attributed to Increased 
ionic velocity which, therefore, must be a function of the viscosity of 
the glass*
In the previous works, the investigators were primarily concerned 
with the transference of sodium. Zworykin^ attempted to electrolyse 
potassium through sodium glass; however, the glass turned opaque and 
failed during prolonged treatment. When the sodium In the glass was 
replaced with potassium and subjected to electrolysis, potassium was 
found to replace potassium without the above cited failure. Zworykin 
did not attempt to explain the reason for this difference In the char­
acteristic of the two glasses.
Hurd, l&igel, and Vernon^, using the Incandescent lamp method 
for the study of electrolysis through glass initially employed by
lJjbEbronn, H., Op. cit., Physlk. Zeit. 19s 401, 1919
^Zworykin, V., ** Electrolytic Conduction of Potassium Through 
Glass,M Physics Review 27: 213, 1926
^Hurd, C. B., Engel, E. for., and Vernon, A. R., "Studies of the 
Conduction Process in (Hass, I. Replacement of Sodium by Alkali Metals 
and Amjoniura,11 Jour. Amor. Chen. Soc. 49: 447, 1927
10
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Burt^, studied the ease of transfer of the alkali i&etal and asaonia 
through soda-lime glass* They found that sodium "would replace sodium 
without causing failure of the glass envelope. Ammonium had less 
serious effect upon the glass than silver* potassium, sodium* or lith- 
iua, and concluded that the order of decreasing replacement ability m s  
ammonium, lithium, sodium, potassium, and silver. Thus the ease of 
replacement apparently is dependent upon the size of the ion involved 
in the transfer and the ion present in the structure of tlie glass.
Bryson**-? i» probably responsible for the earliest measurement of 
conductivity at high temperature. Using commercial glasses* he studied 
the conductivity as a function of temperature in the range from room 
temperature up to 1150*C. In preliminary studies, direct current vol­
tage was employed; however, due to polarization of the cell alternating 
current methods vere found necessary. The cell consisted of two plat­
inum electrodes cemented in a double bored refractory tube, such that 
the electrodes extended 5 rcsw beyond the end of the tube and were spaced 
3 mm. apart. This electrode assembly was immersed in the fused glass 
which was contained in a refractory crucible 12 m .  in diameter and 
60 ara. deep. Conductivity data for fourteen different commercial 
glasses is presented. From data collected, Bryson concluded that con­
ductivity decreases with decreasing sodium content but a linear rela­
tionship does not exist. Alumina present in the glass composition was 
found to reduce the conductivity for equivalent sodium contents. Using
R. C., ** Sodium by Electrolysis Through Glass,1* Jour. 
Optical Soc. America 11: 37* 1925
ITferyson, F. F. S., ••The Electrical Conductivity of Glasses at 
High Temperatures,** Jour. Society of Glass Technology H i  331, 1927
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the viscosity data reported by English-^ end the conductivity data of 
one of the glasses of approx ismtely the sane constitution, Bryson 
plotted log viscosity and log conductivity versus temperature and 
found that tho curves wore nearly parallel in the temperature range 
from 300*G. to 1150*0. tie therefore concluded that the conductivity 
increased as the viscosity decreased and the relationship between these 
two properties must be nearly linear. This is in agreement with the 
earlier findings of Arndt*'.
The above relationship between viscosity and electrical conduc­
tivity was found to be valid by Littleton*^* He employed the viscosity 
data reported by Lillie2^ and resistivity data of the same glass as 
compiled by the Coming Glass Works Laboratory. It was found that a 
linear relationship did exist between log viscosity and log resistivity 
and, in general, the relations had the following form:
log y\ - a (log p ♦ b) or p  • b* v\l/*
where r\ is the viscosity
$> is the specific resistivity 
a, b, and b* are constants
For the glasses studied, * an was found to have values in the 
order of three. Littleton concluded that the above was indicative of a 
difference between molecular viscosity arid the finite volume viscosity. 
Furtheriaore, he felt that the application of an applied electric field
^hnglish, S., "The Effect of Composition on the Viscosity of 
Glass, Part II,* Jour. Society of Class Technology 8: 205, 1925
19Amdt, K., Op. cit. Ber. 40: 1937, 1907
^^Littleton, J. T., " Critical Temperatures in Silicate Glasses,* 
Xnd. and Eng. Cheat. 25: 748, 1933
^Lillie, H. B., "Viscosity Measurements in Molten Glass." Jour, 
of Rheology 3* 221, 1932
may produce orientation of the structure with the result that viscosity 
would acquire directional characteristics which could be such as to add 
the transfer of ions*
Littleton’s work was considerably extended by Babcock^, who 
investigated a mssber of glasses including coxiercial borate, soda-lime- 
silica, lead, and soda-silica. Simultaneous measurements of viscosity 
and conductivity were made through the viscous region, 700* to 1400*C,
In all cases, Littleton’s relationship, v\ « was valid. Precise
viscosity and resistivity measurements for two glasses indicate that the 
relationship does not hold below the viscous range except for some bor­
ate glasses as indicated by preliminary study#. It is interesting to 
note that this relationship differs from the following which was estab­
lished by Walden^, who first applied the relation to organic electro­
lytes!
Y\^Vc* constant
where is the viscosity
-A. Is the conductivity
In terms of the above,
0 C£>
where £ is the resistivity
Considering the thermodynamic picture of the system, Babcock con­
cluded that the work functions of viscosity and resistivity are not 
equal; thus, the ratio of the work function of viscosity to that of re­
sistivity must be equal to the exponent, 3, Since in every case the
^Babcock, C, L., ’’Viscosity and Electrical Conductivity of 
Molten Glass,’’ Jour, Amer. Ceram, Soc, 17* 329, 1934
2%aldem, P., ”Uber Organischs Losungs an Ionislerungsolttel,1’ 
Zeit, Phvsik. Chen. 55: 207, 1906
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work function of viscosity is several times greater than that for re­
sistivity, he concluded that the conductivity not only depends upon the 
viscosity of the system but the binding forces to which the conducting 
ion is subjected which is apparently a function of the composition end 
structure of the glass#
In view of the relationship between conductivity and viscosity 
and the relation of each to temperature Taylor^* concludes that glass 
ie characterized by a constant or fixed structure, subject to change 
only In amplitude of motion but not undergoing significant changes in 
configuration; i.e., coordination* Furthermore, these relations being 
valid, as ehown by many investigators, one may conclude that the activ­
ation energy must linearily decrease as temperature increases. Taylor 
interpreted such to imply a progressive dissociation or break-up of 
complex aggregator as temperature increases# Thus, for any temperature 
of observation the coefficient in the relation £ * bf>\3^a, which 
relates, In fact, viscosity and resistivity, must be Indicative of the 
relative number of bonds which must be broken in the respective rate 
processes. Therefore, in Littleton’s work, where 11 a” was found to 
have values in the order of three, Taylor suggests that viscous shear 
necessitates the breaking of three times as many (Na-O) bonds as does 
electrical conductivity.
In previous works the investigators have considered glasses of 
commercial composition or similar composition, which constitute complex 
systems. The desirability of simple two—component systems has been
^Taylor, N. W., w Viscosity and Electrical Resistivity and Their
Bearing on the Nature of Class,w Jour. Acer. Ceram. Soc. 2 2 1 1, 1939
realised by several investigators* Schtschuk&rew and Euller^S studied 
0odiuia—boron trioxide glasses in "which the sodium oxide content was 
varied from 0.01 to 32 i .  They found conductivity and temperature to b© 
related according to the followings
log-A-* B - 4T
where-A. is the specific conductivity 
T is the absolute temperature 
A and B are constants
This relation was found to be valid throughout the tenrperature 
range 25* to 325*C. where the uppermost temperature is approximately 
fifty degrees above the transformation temperature* It was found that 
the conductivity increased relatively slowly up to approximately 3~5£ 
Ma^O, at which content a definite inflection occurred and the conduc­
tivity increased more rapidly thereafter. This phenomenon was attrib­
uted to a variable Ionic velocity at low concentration. Th© subse­
quent sore rapid change after the inflection point being due to an in­
creased number of '• cousolvated11 ions which are therefor© capable of 
attaining constant ionic velocity.
Muller and Markin^ extended the above work with particular 
Interest in the low alkali aeisbers of the previous system. They ques­
tioned whether or not the entire i&echanlss of conduction in glass of 
low sod inn content was entirely electronic In nature and whether the 
increased conductivity at higher sodium content was not therefore due to *2
^Schtschukarew, S. A., and Muller, R. H., 11 Untersuchung der 
Rlektrischan Leitfahighkeit von Glasern,1* Zeit. Physjte. Chea. 150* 439# 
1930
2^uller, H. L., and Markin, B. I., « The Mature of l£l©ctrieaX 
Conductivity of Boric Oxide Glass low in Alkali,M Acta. Phys. Chim 




ionic conductivity being superimposed upon the initial electronic con­
ductance. Probe electrodes were employed to determine the potential 
distribution In B2O3 glasses containing 0.001, 2.6, 4.03 and 5*5%
sodium oxide by weight and no evidence of polarisation was encountered.\
Upon increasing the sodium oxid© content, however, evidence of polarisa­
tion was found at 12.5^. From this study, it was concluded that uni­
polar ionic conductivity was present in glasses, but due to the lack of 
positive data no conclusion could be drawn concerning the existence or 
non—existence of electronic conductance in the glasses of low sodium 
content.
In a later investigation, Markin and Kuller27 sought to deter­
mine Aether the inflection in the conductivity-sodiusn content curve of 
sodium borate glasses would occur in borate glass containing the other 
alkali metals. Lithium, potassium, rubidium, and caesium borate 
glasses were investigated, and log conductivity was plotted against log 
molar concentration. In all cases an Inflection was found at 1.5 moles 
Z2B4°7 PGr liter. In explanation the investigators proposed that in 
low alkali concentrations the polar borate molecules, separated from 
each other by B2O3 molecules, were only slightly dissociated. In high­
er concentrations, however, the interaction of such polar molecules 
decreases their dissociation energy, thereby producing the noted rise 
in electrical conductivity.
These investigators noted that an inflection point also occurred 
in the conduct!vity-tesperature curve for each particular glass. The 
inflection in each case corresponded to the transformation temperature
27riarkin, B. I., and Muller, B. L., •• The Electrical Conductiv­
ity of Glassy Alkali Borates,” Acta. Phy. Cnim. U.S.S.R. 2 i 266, 1935$ 
(Abstract Ho. 1132) Jour. Society Glass Technology 19 * 419, 1935
of the glass • Similar inflections had been reported by the majority of 
workers investigating the conductivity from the brittle state to the 
viscous state. The significance of the transformation teesperature with 
respect to the conductivity will be discussed later. The tenner ature- 
conductivity relationship of Rauch and Kinrichsen^S found to be 
valid.
Thomas^ sought to coHipare the electrical properties of an in­
organic and an organic glass as they are cooled from a temperature at 
which they are definitely liquids to a temperature at which they are 
hard, brittle glasses. The conductivity of boron trloxide-sodium bor­
ate glasses containing 0, 2.4, 11.2, 60.2 and 100$ sodium borate was 
determined in the temperature range up to S00®C. The data presented in 
the work do not conform with the temperature conductivity relation­
ship of Rauch and Hinrichsen nor do they show the inflection point be­
tween sodium content and conductivity as first reported by Schtcchukarew 
and Kuller3Q. Furthermore, the break in the conductivity-temperature 
curve at the transformation temperature was not observed in any of the 
glasses studied. This is probably the only reported work that does not 
verify the above cited characteristics*
Spaght and Clark^l repeated the work of Thomas32 in an effort to
^Rauch, E., and Hinrichsen, F. ¥•, Loc. cit.
^^Fhoinas, J. B., ** Studies on Glass VII The Conductivities and 
Dielectric Constants o f Glucose and Boron Trioi2d.de Glasses,*1 Jour.
Phy. Chen. 35s 2103, 1931
3°Schtechukarew, S. A., and Huller, R. H., Loc. cit.
31Spaght, M. E., and Clark, J. D., M Studies of Glass, IX, The 
Electrical Conductivity of Boron Trioxide-Sodiun Borate Glasses,” Jour. 
Phy. Chen. 33: 833, 1934
S^xhooas, S. B., Loc. cit.
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establish the existence of the tperature-cc:>ductivity inflection 
points for the various glasses, They employed an improved measuring 
circuit to provide greater sensitivity# This work was conducted in the 
temperature range from 195* to 350*$* Tills work brought forth a phen­
omenon not reported by the previous investigators of this system; 
namely, that additions of sodium, up to 3% HagO-by weight; provides 
conductivities lower than that for pure B2O3 below the transformation 
temperature; however, above the transformation temperature the conduc­
tivity increases rapidly with temperature arid the mixtures are more 
conductive than the pure boric oxide glass. Thus, inflection points 
are present in the conductivity-temperature curves as previously re­
ported, and it was concluded that Thomas failed to z&te this due to the 
low sensitivity' of his measuring circuit,
Kith regard to tho decrease in conductivity below the transforma­
tion. temperature with additions of sodium, in the order of 3% H&2O by 
weight, Spaght and Clark concluded that pure B2G3 is strictly an elec­
tronic conductor throughout tho temperature range, and the sodium 
present in this email quantity must disturb the inherent ability of 
B2O3 to conduct electronically, lihile these investigators did not men­
tion the fact, it must also be concluded that in these snail addition® 
th© sodium E&isi be fixed within the structure— thoir transferrance 
being greatly inhibited until the transformation temperature is reached, 
and, as they have recognised above this temperature, there must bo ionic 
conductivity superimposed upon the electronic conductivity inherent in 
pure B2O3. Such an interpretation is in agreement with the suggestions
of Haller said t£arkin^# for vhl ch they '.fere unable to provide substan­
tiating data*
Seddon, Tippett and Ttirner^ studied the binary system sodium 
oxide—silica in the temperature rangp f r < m  ro c m  temperature- up to tem­
peratures above the transformation tmapsr&ture and found the previously 
cited conductivity-temperature and conductivity-viscosity relationships 
to be valid* One interesting point brought forth was that an inflec­
tion occurs In the composition - log specific resistance plot at a com­
position corresponding to that of sodium disilicate, HagSigGsj. At a 
constant temperature the resistivity decreases at a constant rate as 
the sodium content is increased until the composition of the disilicate 
is reacted, after which the rate of change decreases pronouncedly* The 
slopes of th<v tv.o carves approach each other as temperature is increased, 
and fchile the study was carried only to a temperature of 400°C., it 
appears that a single straight line would fit the plot at temperatures 
above the transformation temperature. These investigators concluded 
that the Inflection point was indicative of a chans© from one system to 
another, due presumably to a change in the degree of ionisation.
The inflection point in the temperature-conductivity curves 
occurlng at the transformation temperature had been reported by many 
investigators and varying explanations had been offered. Littleton and 
fe&tsBQre35 confined the Jr studies of conductivity to this temperature
^Kuiler, U. L., and Harkln, B. X*, Loc. cit.
3%©ddon, K., Tippett, JS. J., and Turner, W. E. S., 11 The Elec­
trical Conductivity of Sodium Hefcaeilicate-Silicate Glasses, n Jour.
Soc. Glass Technology 16: 450, 1932
^^Littleton, J. T., and Wctraore, W. L., n The Electrical Conduc­
tivity of Glass in the Annealing Eons as a Function of Time and Tempera­
ture, f* Jour. Aeaer. Ceram, Soc. 19: 243, 1936
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range in an effort to establish t.h# reaeons for this phenomena. The 
temperature at vhich the inflection occurs has been previously referred 
to as the n transforation temperature, *• since previous investigators 
felt it was significant of a transfomation frora the solid, brittle 
state to the viscous state. These investigators undertook the study on 
the contention that the discontinuity of the so-called transformation 
temperature was a result of lack of stability or equilibrium at the 
temperature of nessure^ent, A. soda—pot a sh-lead glass was used in the 
study for vhich the annealing point was 431°0, and a strain point 39$°C, 
Chilled specimens were prepared by quenching the specimens in air from 
a temperature of 450°C,, while annealed specimens were permitted to 
cool within the annealing furnace which was controlled to cool from 
422*C, to approximately 350°C. in ten hours. The resistivity of these 
specimens was measured over one—hundred-and-twenty hour periods at a 
constant te^sperature. The initial value of the annealed glass was 
higher than that of the chilled at the temperatures employed, 367*#
3&3*» 405*# 415*# and 430® j however, the values progressively changed 
with time, both glasses approaching the same value at the end of the 
period of observation. It was concluded that tho so-called transforma­
tion temperature is significant only of the instability or lack of 
equilibrium in the system, since the log of resistivity for a stabil­
ised glass varies directly as th© reciprocal of the absolute temperature, 
no inflection being observed.
Since the binary system of importance have been quite well de­
fined in the above cited works, the majority of the investigations that 
follow pertain to ternary systems involving tho glass former and two
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alkali oxides or an alkali and an alkaline earth. Brodskaya and Tatar— 
inova^ studied in considerable detail the systems 11 &20-K2O— O3 and 
H 2O-K2O-B2O3. Throughout the systems the relationship of Rauch and 
Hinrichstm37 was found to satisfactorily express the effect of tem­
perature upon the electrical conductivity. As a first approximation, 
the conductivity of any masher was considered to be the sum of the con­
ductivities of the two binary systems R&^O-B^Q^ and K2O-B2O3. However, 
it was round that conductivity was not solely dependent upon the gen­
eral alkali content, but also upon the ratio of the two alkali oxides, 
since a minimum occured on the conductivity—composition curves corres­
ponding to a sodium oxide-potassium oxide ratio approximately equal to 
one. Tills deviation from the proposed additive rule was considerably 
greater in the system LiO-I^O-ByC^ than in the system.
Hie investigators concluded that the additive rule was less applicable 
in the 14.2O-K2O-B2O3 system than tile Ka^G—K2O-B2O3 system because of 
the greater difference in ionic radii in the forraer system, and there­
fore the independent behavior of the cation is «ore pronounced.
A similar study was undertaken by Markings in the systems 
1,120—^2O-B2O3, Li^C—?Ia20-B2t>3 and f<a20—B&C—B2G3 • He also reports mini­
mum conductivity for compositions containing equal concentrations of 
two alkali oxides. Th© sharpness of the minima increased as the total
PbBrodskaya, H. I., and Tatarinova, V. S., ** £lectr©conductivity 
of a Ternary Glass—Like System of the Composition ^a^O-^O—
Refer at. Zhur. 4: 21, 1941} Ceramic Abstracts: Jour. Amur. Ceramic Soc. 
22:6,1943
3?Rauch, E., and Hinricheen, F. W., Loc. cit.
^%!arkin, B. I., ** Klectrical Conductivity in Composite Alkali 
Boric Glasses: H 2G—i^O—B2Q3 J U.2O—R&2C—% 2®3i HagO—8a0-82^3* M %hur. 
Tekh. Fiz. 10: 66, 1940; Ch«a. Abs. 34: 7555, 1940
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alkali content increased. Markin concludes that the minima is a result 
of the additivity effect and the decreased conductivity of til a simple 
glasses 'with decreasing alkali content, as previously reported by 
Scfttsehukarew and Muller^. In the system 0-8a0-B203 Markin found
for low barium content the conductivity v.ms equal to those in the ays— 
tea Ka20—B2O3. However, for higher concentrations of barium the con­
ductivity rapidly decreased. For a glass containing forty p e r cent 
barium oxide (by weight) the conductivity was reduced to one-hundredth 
that of the equivalent, simple glass, indicating that the
barium Ion with its large mass and higher charge has a great influence 
upon the mobility of the sodium ion.
Current works pertaining to the subject are primarily concerned 
with structural or thermodynamic considerations. Fros density consid­
erations, Stevelo^O found that silicate glasses could be classed as 
normal or abnormal. For normal glasses the ratio of the number of 
oxygen ions to the number of metallic ions was found to be greater than 
3*9, while for abnormal glasses the ratio was less than 3.9* The 
existence of such normal and abnormal glasses was explained on the 
basis that the silicate gla3s has a cristobolite-like structure. Such 
a structure consists of sixteen oxygen ions per unit cell and four 
large interstices. The ratio of oxygen ions to interstices in the vit­
reous state ssust b© 3*9 as implied; thus, if the ratio is less than 
this value the number of metallic ions exceeds the nueber of available 
interstices and another structure ssust arise. In the new structure the
^Sehtechukarsw, S. A., and Huller, !l. L., Loc. cit.
40stevels, J. K., ” The Physical Properties of Glass in Relation 
to its Structure,” Jour. Amer. Ceram. Soc. 30: 31, 1946
number of ojygen ions surrounding one laetalUc ion saast be modified to 
fit the circumstances, end such is the css© in the cc~cailed abnormal 
glasses,
Stovels considered the conductivity of glasses in these two gen­
eral classes. If the average energy barrier which a sodium ion must 
overcome during its jissp under the influence of an electric field io 
$$ Stevels derived the following relationship between temperature, 
specific conduct!vity, j \ .  9 and $ by means of statistical mechanics?
log -A- « constant - —  (1)kr
A similar relationship has been sot forth by previous investigators* 
however, the relationships
log -A “ A ♦ BT ♦ CT2.... (2)
has also been presented, Stevels studied the conductivity of several 
glasses in the normal and abnormal class, Xt was found that abnormal 
glasses always obey equation (1), while normal glasses rnay obey either 
equation (1) or (2). Thus, Stevels conceived the existence of the fol­
lowing conditions in each cases
(a) In the case of all abnormal glasses and some normal glasses 
the potential barrier apparently is independent of temperature, Tho 
presence of a large number of metallic ions with respect to the number 
of available interstices implies that tho structural network of the 
glass former is considerably broken and the niEaber of thermal ruptures 
developed upon heat is small with respect to those which normally exist. 
Thus, with an increase in temperature there is no particular reason for 
ft to undergo any significant change,
(b) In the majority of normal glasses tho conductivity io 
definitely dependent upon temperature. It was concluded that in such
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glasses the structural network of the glass forager Is quit© rigid} 
thus, the jump of an ion can occur only if the passage between adjacent
interstices is temporarily increased by therasal movement within the 
network* Such a oystera would obviously be sore temperature sensitive 
than that presented in the previous case.
This work by Stevel is an excellent contribution in that it con­
stitutes the first effort to correlate the ©la ct roconductlvity of glass 
and atomic structure as it has thus far been defined by such investiga­
tors as Zachariasen^-W*^ viarrei*43,44,45,46#47#48 and his co-workers. 
Probably the most recently reported work pertaining to the electrical 
conductivity of glass is that of Cqx/& $ who, from kinetic considerations
4I?acharias®n, If. H., 11 The Atomic Arrangement In Glass, ** Jour. 
Amer. Chess. Soc. 542 3&41, 1932
^Zachariasen, If* H., n The Vitreous State.” Jour. Chem. Physics3i 162, 1935 ---- - ------
^ :*rarren, B. E., 11 X-ray Detemination of Structure of Glass,” 
Jour. Aiaer. Ceram. Son. 17s 249# 1934
Overran, B. K., and Hill, C. F., ” The Structure of Vitreous 
BeF2,w Zelt. Kriot. 89s 481, 1934
^Karren, B. 2., and Iforningstar, 0., ” X-ray Analysis of Vit­
reous 8^03, ** Bull. Amor. Phya. Soc. 10s 30, 1935
^H^arren, B. K., and loring, A. D., ” X-ray piffraction Study of 
the Structure of Soda-Silica Glass.” Jour. Aaser. Ceram. Soc. 18s 269-
*^7$iarren, B. E., Krutter, H., and Momingstar, 0 ., ” Fourier 
Analysis of X-ray Patterns of Vitreous SiOp and 8203,” Jour. Aaer. 
Ceram. Soc. 19 s 202, 1936
48aarren, 3. S., and Biscoe, J., M The Study of Silica Glass by 
X-ray Diffraction Studies,” Jour. Atser. Ceraau Sop. 21s 49# 1938;
” Fourier Analysis of X-ray Patterns of Soda-Silica Glass,” ibid. 21t 
239, 1938; ” X-ray Diffraction Study of Soda-Boric Oxide (Hass, 11 ibid. 
21s 287, 1932
^Cox, S. M., "An Elementary Kinetic Theory of Dilute Silica 
Class,** Jour. Soc. Glasa Tech. 321 340, 1948
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derived relationships between temperature and electrical resistivity, 
viscosity, and thermal expansion. Noting the fact that in the glassy 
state a random atomic arrangement exists and a range of interatomic 
spacings are possible, as set forth In the previously cited works per­
taining to the structure of glass, Cox for his treatment simplified the 
system to one in vfoleh two interatomic spacing© are possible. The link 
of small separation, the siosrt stable, he refers to as a type A, and 
that of greater separation, type Bj thus, to form a type B link from a 
type A, a definite quantity of energy ssusi be absorbed, and, conversely, 
to form an A from a B, energy must be released in the system. To 
ascertain the number of each type in the system, Cox applied the 
Kaxwell-Boltroan distribution law, according to which the energy of 
this proposed system must be distributed between the two possible licks 
in such a way that the number of links having energies between the 
v *Ju*B E and B ♦ dE is proportional to the exponential <$). Then, if 
there are N such links existent, the number having energies between Ey 
and S&, corresponding to E ♦ dS and E respectively, is proportional to 
the following*
Cox applied this general relationship to the rate of crystal growth, 
rate of stabilization, viscosity, expansion , and the delayed elastic 
effect, release of stress during annealing and electrical resistivity, 




With regard to electrical resistivity, in which vs ere inter­
ested here, Cox assumes that if Ha sodium Ions are present p e r unit 
volume, a fraction must be located adjacent to B~typo links. Further- 
sore. In any unit vol«a of a total of 8 links, both A and B, the num­
ber of sodium ions adjacent to B-type links would be If the po­
tential barrier surrounding such ions is £, a sodiusa ion in the pres­
ence of a n  impressed electric field must do an additional quantity of 
work equal to FcS to cross the potential barrier, where Fe is the 
force upon the ion due to the presence of the electric field and S is 
the distance from the trough to the peak of the barrier* Ions shoving 
against the electric field srnst have an energy greater than K ♦ Fe<$, 
and those with the field acquire an energy E - Fe 6 « A drift of Ions 
in th^ direction of the field should result due to the difference in 
magnitude of these limiting energies* Thus, in a time comparable to 
the period of oscillation the net flew of sodium ions in the direction 
of the field «say be deduced from the original relation set forth by 
Coxt
>\« 2~~(expt* - - expt. - E 6 ) (2)
Cox then considered the cese vhore Fe is small compared with k? when 
the above reduces to:
”t " S r  * S!tf* * «**• - j§ (3)
I t ' Y  is a time comparable to the period of oscillation, in this time 
the above number of ions of charge w e,f will carry a charge w e* 
through a distance of 2 <J, since 6 is a distance corresponding to half
the period* Thus, the current density would equal rya&A and the
T  ' "\
electrical resistivity, , would take the forras
e - i ^ r  w
Cox previously had shown that in the presence of foreign ions, sodium, 
in this case, the foreign ion is subjected to & eoiapression by the net— 
work and the network in turn to a tension* The tension In the network 
leads to an increased number of 3-type links* Since the foreign ion 
most fit into the interstitial cavities of the network, the volume must 
undergo an increase to acecsodate such foreign ions. This isaplies that 
new interatomic spacings of greater magnitude oust cosve into existence, 
and to conform with the original proposal, such necessitates an in­
crease in B-tyi** links* COx shows that the new number of B-type links 
becomes;
3 » n ^ a m  expt. » ♦ “
.( 5)
where ft is the number of links per unit volumeT is the absolute temperature
Q - ao- 3 - cyr£S
where <t is the new barrier energy due to the pressure exerted on links 3 is the new barriery i» proportional to the applied pressure r Is a constant which is inversely pro­portional to the compressibility of the foreign Ionf0 Is the original volume of the Ion v0 Is the original volume of the network prior to the Introduction of the for­eign ion
h - 2£L s £s* T©
where s is a second constant dependent uponthe compressibility of the foreign Ion
Substituting equation (4) for and equation (5) for ~  , Cox rewrites
equation (3)
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p  “ z z M * expt- #  {expt- § + ¥ }  <6>
The tern included in brackets is the stabilization terra and applies 
only if sufficient tisr© has elapsed to attain equilibrium in the sys­
tem. If the factors constituting a constant, are replaced at
high temperatures, ’where ffi is large cosnared with expt. £L Cox sis-T ' T
plifies eqtiation (6) as:
log P  - log RNC - JL
and at low temperatures where expt. £ is much greater than Jp. ass 
log » log C +
Measurements made on Pyrex brand glass were found to agree quite 
closely with these relations. By successive approximations, the magni­
tude of E, Q, BN and C were obtained. The value of Q was found to be 
equal to 5*75 x 103 and HR equal to 3.0 x IQ** from which the ratio j| 
was found to be 3*02 x 10*^ at 450*C. to 4.47 x IQT^ at 1400*C.j thus, 
Cox justified his original assumption that the number of B-type links 
is small with respect to the number of sodium ions.
V»hile the above constituted a review of the majority of the pub­
lished articles pertaining to the conductivity of glass, the review of 
the literature concerning ionic conductivity in dielectrics will be 
limited here to those of more recent date in which the present exper­
imental techniques and data are presented.
Vrhitehe&d and Marvin^, using a parallel plate condenser, the 
plates of which were approximately 60 centimeters in diameter and
^Whitehead, J. B., and Marvin, R. H., • Anomalous Conduction as
a Cause of DIeleitive Absorption,11 Trans. AIKS 48: 299, 1929
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spaced 0*32 centimeters apart, measured the charge and discharge cur­
rent when the condenser was filled with such dielectrics as, par&flm, 
eereslne, spermaceti, eomauba wax, stearic acid, refined lubricating 
oil and petroleum oil of poor insulating qualities. It was found in 
each case, that the charge or discharge current could be related to 
time by the general expressions i * It~n, where I and n are constants, 
The negative exponential relation derived by Maxwell^ for the case of 
transient charge and discharge was not satisfactory in any case consid­
ered, In no care was the conduction found to follow Ohm's law, and it 
was therefore concluded that if electrons were involved in the conduc­
tion process their contribution must be negligible with respect to that 
£?&de by apparently heavy, slower ions. This was/deduced from the fact 
that the trp-nsfer of such ions and their ultimate acmanulation at an 
electrode would give rise to a space charge and the subsequent decline 
in current. This phenomenon had been encountered previously by many in­
vestigators working with other materials and these are cited,
Hersfeld^ considered the possible types of space charge in 
media containing ions of opposite charge and of constant and equal mo­
bility, He concluded that in such enser diffusion* i» only a? importance 
in the immediate vicinity of the electrode, that is, within the space 
charge wherein the magnitude of the concentration gradient is great, 
Herzfold reviews the approximate integrations of Polsoon's equations 
and Seita's general diffusion equation with respect to voltage
^laxwell, James C., A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, 
Third Edition, 1904, 1, 450-464 (1904)
^Hersfeld, K. F., " The Influence of Surface Conditions and 
Space Charges on the Conductivity of Poor Conductors," Physical Review. 
34: 79, 1929
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distribution and ionic mobility presented by previous investigators and 
points out the limitations of each as applied to the specific problem 
involved in liquid dielectrics* A new app roxim&tlon is proposed and 
tested; however, like the ether approximations symmetrical distribution 
of the space charge is assumed* As will be seen later, the space 
charge in the case of glass is not symmetrical* Furthermore, the num­
ber of oppositely charged ions are not equal nor could we consider their 
mobilities as being in the sas© order* In a later paper, Hersfeld53 
applied this approximate solution to space charge distribution data of 
a transformer oil provided him by Professor Whitehead. From the calcu­
lations ho proposed a mobility in the order of 1*2 5Qp cms./sec*/ 
volt/cm. and an ion of such nobility in oil of relative viscosity of 
0,35 would be rather large and complex in nature, containing probably 
as many as 100 atoms.
In probably the latest paper pertinent to this subject, White- 
head and Minor5k employed a technique somewhat similar to that which 
has been employed in this investigation* Using two high grade commer­
cial insulating oils, they measured the initial and final potential 
gradients throughout the space between the electrodes by means of 
voltage probes. The symmetrical distribution of the space charge 
assumed by Herzfeld was found to be valid in both cases and over a con­
siderable range of voltage. Using a string galvanometer and photo­
graphic plate to record the deflection of the galvanometer, the nature
^Hersfeld, K. F., "The Nature of the Conductivitv of Insulating 
Oils," Physical Review 37s 237, 1931
^whitehead, J. B., and Minor, ii. 2., "Space Charge in Liquid Dielectrics," Physics 6: 3&9, 1935
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of the current flavor through the call upon reversal of the potential vis 
studied. It was found that the current, initially low, gradually in­
creased; to a m&sdmm value and again gradually fell to the initial 
value, the trace generally approximated, & probability curve. It was 
concluded that the m&xinsas current occured at the instant when the 
ionic distribution became uniform and mobility attained a maximum.
Thus, the time required for this reversal, that is, the time interval 
which elapsed between the time the voltage was reversed until the max­
imum current was observed, constituted the time required for majority 
of ions to travel one-half fch© distance between the electrodes. In the 
case of one oil the mobilities in the order of 1.04 to 1.06 x ICT*^  cm./ 
©ee./volt/cxa. were observed which is in agreement with the findings of 
Hersfeldj however, in the case of the second oil the mobility was in 
the order of 2.1 x 10"6 cm./sec./volt/cm. iridicating prooably that 
larger ions are involved in the process.
CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND APPARATUS
Chemical supplies. The experimental glasses vs re prepared from chem­
icals of the highest purity available from commercial suppliers. The 
stated purity and source of each are as followsr
Boric acid, purchased from Elmer and Amend as chemical pure 
grad©, was reported to have the following analysis: .0000 per cent 
arsenic, .0005 per cent calcium, .0000 per cent chlorine, .001 per cent 
heavy metals (as lead) and .002 per cent insoluble in alcohol. The 
solubility in alcohol was checked and an average of three determina­
tions was .0025 per cent.
Sodium tetraborate, purchased from the Baker Chemical Company as 
chemical pure, analyzed grade, was reported to have the following anal­
ysis: .01 per cent calcium, .002 pur cent chlorine, .0005 per cent 
iron, .002 per cent heavy metals (as lead), .0005 per cent phosphate, 
•003 per cent sulphate and .002 per cent Insoluble matter.
Potassium tetraborate wa3 purchased from the Baker Chemical Com­
pany as chemical pure, analyzed grade* It was reported to have the 
following analysis: .005 per cent calcium, .002 per cent chlorine, 
•0005 per cent iron, .003 per cent heavy metals (as lead), .004 per 
cent sulphate, .0005 per cent phosphate and .003 per cent insoluble 
material•
Lithium borate, which was not commercially available with satis­
factory purity, was prepared by fusing a stoichiometric mixture of 
lithium carbonate and boric acid at a temperature of 900®C. until T
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ebullition ceased. The carbonate employed was procured from
the M&Uinckrodt Chemical Works and was reported to have the following 
analysis: .005 per cent chlorine, .003 per cent iron, .002 per cent 
heavy metals (as lead), trace of other alkalies, .001 per cent nitrate 
($205) and .030 per cent sulphate (SO3).
Conductivity cell. A line drawing of the conductivity cell is pre­
sented in Figure 1. The crucible was formed from 99 per cent pure alu­
mina, the procedure developed for the production of these crucibles 
will be discussed in Appendix A. All metallic elements of the cell, 
with the exception of the cap, were formed from platinum - 10 per cent 
rhodium alloy wire a?id sheet purchased from the J. Bishop Platinum 
Works. Holes in the crucible through -which lead wire passed were 
sealed by an application of a fine ground alumina paste. Such not only 
prevented leakage, but also served to fix the elements in position#
The cap of the cell was made of monel metal, and the mouth of each cru­
cible was ground after the initial firing to fit the cap snugly.
Glass Compositions. In a preliminary study it was found that sodium 
contents in the order of one per cent by weight were necessary to pro­
vide sufficient change in the potential gradient to be followed satis­
factorily with the vacuui*~tube voltmeter equipment available. Since 
this content was in the range of lower values considered by Muller and 
Markin'*-, this content m s  used. In order that each of the three alkali 
glasses contain an equivalent number of alkali atoms per unit mass, com­
pounding was done on an atomic per cent basis; wherein, one per cent so­
dium by weight is equivalent to 0.6 atomic per cent. Thus, the glasses
■^Muller, R. L., and Markin, 8. I., Op. cit., Jour. Soc. Glass 
Tech. 19: 418, 1930
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studied had the following approximate empirical formul&er
(1) U 2O • 636 9^03
(2) Na20 • 631 B2C3
(3) K20 • 626 B2O3
Measuring Circuit* A schcrratic diagram of the measuring circuit is 
shown in Figure 2. The vacuusa-tub© voltmeter employed was a R.G.A., 
Model 195, voltohj^rst with a minimum direct current range of 0-5 volts* 
The snicroameter v?as a Sargent, direct current, Poly-Range, volt­
ameter, Model S. Switch !fo. 1, voltage reversing switch, m s  a double­
pole, double-throw toggle switch* Switch Ho. 2, a single-pole, single­
throw toggle switch,^wan used in conjunction with the open circuit posi­
tion of Switch So. 3 to measure the dry cell voltage. Switch No. 3, a 
Mallory, single-gang, five-point, non-shorting type switch, was used to 
connect the voltmeter to any one of the three voltage probes of the 
cell. Switch No. Lf a single—pole, single—throw toggle switch, was 
employed to open and close the circuit between the cell and the dry 
cell. The short-circuiting of the cell after each run was accomplished 
by closing Switch Ho. 5* a single-pole, single-throw toggle switch.
The dry cell was a Burgess ft B M battery. Ho. 5156, the 10-1/2 volt tap 
being used exclusively.
Constant Temperature Furnace. The constant temperature furnace, de­
signed as a high temperature viscosity furnace, is shown in detail in 
Appendix 0 along with a schematic diagram of the control circuit. The 
furnace tersper&ture was treasured with a I eeda and Horthrup, type K2,
No. 7552, potentiometer. By careful adjustsnent of the external shunt 
across the center winding of the furnace, the vertical gradient over
the height of the conductivity coll ias reduced to 1.5*0. The raoHraur*
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deviation of the tem perature during a c y c le  of the temperature con­
trolling equipment was +Q.?5°G.
Thermocouples» Three ehroRel—a lw m l thermocouples wore employed in the 
constant temperature furnace. One placed at the bottom of the cell* 
the second at the center and the third at the top of the cell. The 
coup1®a were calibrated against the melting points of tin (231.9*0.), 
lead (327-4*0.), and aluminum (6$9-7°C.) procured from the national 
Bureau of Standards.
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Preparation of the Conductivity Cell. the weighed quantities of alkali 
borate and boric acid were mixed in a porcelain pebble sill which was 
turned in a pebble mill rack for a period of fifteen sirntes. The 
batch m e then dehydrated and fused in a platinum evaporating dish 
heated to a temperature o f approximately ?QO*C* in a assail gas-fired 
pot furnace. Since during dehydration the partially-fused mass entraps 
the water vapor, it m s necessary to charge the batch in msall quanti­
ties to prevent the sj&ss from expanding over the edges of the evapora­
ting dish, When the entire batch had been charged, the temperature was 
raised to approximately 100Q*C. and held until ebuillition had ceased* 
This fusion was then carefully transferred to the conductivity 
cell which had been preheated to 600°C. to prevent cracking of the 
alumina crucible b y  h ea t shock. The preheating of the cell was accom­
plished in a small niehrotse wound, vertical ti&e furnace which is shown 
in detail in Appendix C. The top electrode was positioned in the cell, 
and the entire asses&ly transferred as rapidly as possible to the con­
stant temperature furnace which had been preheated to a temperature of 
500°C. The extencion leads of the coll elements were then connected to 
the nsoasuring circuit, and the entire system was permitted to stand un­
disturbed for a period of one hour in order that the cell and furnace 
could attain a thermal equilibrium. At the end of the first one—half 
hour, the furnace temperature was measured and the controlling circuit 
was adjusted to of feet any necessary change in temperature.
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Measurements# At the end of the hour period the dry cell voltage was 
measured# The voltage Mas then applied to the cell and the voltage at 
each probe Mas measured and recorded at fifteen—second intervals until 
the readings became constant# Approximately two seconds were required 
to measure and record the threes voltages# When constant readings were 
observed for one and one-half minutes, th© cell voltage was reversed. 
The center probe voltage was observed until it attained a value equal 
to that initially recorded; that is, the reading at time equals zero, 
at which time the voltage was turned off and the cell short circuited# 
After one-half hour the above procedure was repeated.
Data were taken at fifty degree intervals in the temperature 
range from 500* to S00°C. Each time the temperature was changed, the 
furnace was held at the new temperature for a period of one hour before 
measurements were made. Each of the three glasses was studiod in three 
separate cells, thus providing six sets of data at each of the selected 
temperatures. The average values have been tabulated and plotted and 
are presented in Chapter V#
CHAPTER V
RESULTS AMD COHCI USIOHS
Preliminary Results. Before attempting to measure the rate of change 
in the potential gradient, it was felt desirable to detcmine the total 
change to be encountered in each specific glass as well as the approxi­
mate rate of change to be followed at various temperatures* The first 
glass considered was that containing sodium.
By positioning the three voltage probes at quarter-inch inter­
vals from the negative electrode, it was found that a maximum change of 
2.0 volts occurred and was nearly constant throughout the region* 
varying from 1*90 volts, three-quarters of an inch from the electrode, 
to 2.0 volts, ono-quarter of an inch from the electrode. This change 
was found to persist throughout the temperature rang© fro® 400*C. to 
900*C. During this study it was found that the mlnlsara satisfactory 
rate of change was approximately one nillivolt per second. Lower rates 
of change involved time intervals that exceeded the controlling cycles 
of the temperature controlling circuit, and while a maximum change of 
only 1.5*C. occurred during the cycle, it was apparently sufficient to 
distort the time-voltage plot to the extent that the rate of change 
could not be satisfactorily duplicated. Furthermore, the sera of the 
vacuum-tube voltmeter was found to drift as line voltage changed, which 
was nor© troublesome at such slow rates than the temperature variation 
of the furnace. At rates in the order of one millivolt per second or 
higher, It was found that the results could be duplicated within 10 per 
cent. For the sodium-bearing glass, this rate was found to occur at a
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temperature of approximately 540“C. The highest permissible rate was 
found to be in the order of 25 millivolts p e r second# At rates in 
excess of this value sufficient data could not be recorded to define 
adequately the initial portion of the time-voltage curve. For the 
sodium glass this rate occurred at a temperature of approximately 
S2Q»C.
In this initial study separata cells wore used for each test at 
each temperature interval. This procedure was followed since it was 
felt that the initial concentration gradients could not be satisfac­
torily restored once the space change had been established. It was 
found, however, that such could be satisfactorily acc<xspli3hed by re­
versing the voltage for a period sufficiently long to permit the vol­
tage at any specific probe to return to a value corresponding to a uni­
form potential gradient and then ehort-circuiting the cell. By follow­
ing this procedure and waiting thirty minutes before repeating the 
tests at any one temperature, the rates couid be duplicated within the 
same degree of accuracy as that obtained by using separate cells.
The boron trioxide glass without alkali additions was studied in 
a similar manner. The maxima potential change measured with a probe 
one-quarter of an inch from, the negative electrode was approximately 
0.2 volts. Since the change was quite spall, it was not possible to 
neasure the rate of change with any degree of accuracy with the measuring 
circuit employed. It wan, however, approximately in the order of the 
values obtained with the sodium glass, and it was assumed that such was 
due to the presence of alkali impurities in the boric acid as received. 
The potential gradient in colic containing the boron trioxide glass and 
boron trioxide glass pin* on© per cent sodium by weight are graphically
depicted in Figure 3*
Glasses containing 0.6 atosiic par cent potassium and lithium 
were Investigated in a similar manner* In order to stay within the 
ra&xi&usi and. minismm rates established in iher study of the scdiuro- 
bearlng glass, it wsee fcmyd that for lithiucs the investigation would 
have to be confined to the temperature interval between 500* and 750* C* 
while for potassium the interval would be between 600* and 900°C*
Final Results. Having established the above data the investigation was 
extending following the procedure set forth in Chapter BT• Probe po­
tentials were measured and recorded until tilts space charge was com­
pletely developed at each fifty degree interval in the range previously- 
specified for each glass. Each cell was measured u& the temperature 
was Increased in this range and again upon cooling. At least two sep­
arate cells of each specific glass were studied providing a minimum of 
four sets of data for each glass at each of the temperatures considered. 
In order to c&nimlse the changes arising from small temperature varia­
tions ocevrlng during the measurements, as well as any possible drift 
of the voltmeter the difference between consecutive probe voltages 
rather than the actual voltages were plotted against time. The initial 
slops of each of such two carves wore averaged to give the rate of 
change of potential for each particular run. Typical plots of such 
data are presented for the sodium-bearing glass at 600*0., 650*0.,
700°C., 750*0., end 800*C. la Figure 4, 5# 6, 7, and 8 respectively.
The slope of thee© curves is negative, in view of th© fact that all vol­
tages were measured as negative voltages with respect to the positive
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INITIAL AND FINAL POTENTIAL GRADIENTS 
TEMPERATURE 750°C.
(A) INITIAL GRADIENT (B) FINAL GRADIENT -BgOg GLASS 
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electrode as ground. The average data for each of four runs at the 
previously mentioned temperatures are tabulated in Table I* 
Interpretation o f Results. By plotting the log of average rate values, 
tabulated in Table I, against the reciprocal of the absolute tempera­
ture, as shown in Figure 9, a reasonably straight line rtl&tionship Is 
indicated, thus, indicating that the relationship between nobility (») 
and temperature (T) is probably a simple exponential of the form?
Log m * Log & -  ^  or a * *•*“*>/* (1)
where a and b are constants.
The magnitude cf b apparently changes as a function of the alka­
li ion present decreasing in the order poiasrium, sodium, lithium.
Since b is the slope of the curves it is indicated that at some 
temperature beyond the maximum temperature considered here, the ionic 
mobility becoraee independent of ionic sise. That is to imply, that at 
this indicated temperature the potential barrier between the interstices 
of the structure must become relatively small, the boron-oxygen struc­
ture becoming sufficiently "open* due to thermal motion that, in the 
case of the ions considered, each has equal freedom.
Upon plotting ionic radii against log of the average rate values 
for the three Ions studied at the same teuqjerature a linear relation­
ship is indicated (See Fig. 10); thus, mobility and ionic sise probably
follow the relationship:
Log m • Log a - bR or m - *•*-*>* (2)
Littleton^ using original conductivity data of several silicate
glasses and viscosity data which had bsen previously reported by Lillie* 2
^Littleton, J, T., Loc. cit.
2Lillie, H. a., Loc. cit.
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table i
amum. mm or chakgs m m tm rui (ioxlivclts/ seooks) 
m m t m u  m  three ceil fbooss
Tesper&tur© *C
Glass Run ?-Jo. 550 600 650 700 750 800
Lithium 1 5.3? 6.02 7.29 12.48 21.26 —
2 2.40 4.03 7.12 12.59 21.07 —
3 2.30 4.19 7.19 12.60 21.29 —
4 2.25 4.15 7.20 21f?4
Average 2.33 4.03 7.20 12.5S 21.24 —
Sodium 1 — 2.59 4.12 7.54 12.97 22.15
2 — 2.38 4.06 7.67 12.93 21.89
3 — 2.55 3.99 7.59 13.10 22.25
4 2.68 4.15 7.64 1M Z 22.11
Average — 2.50 4.00 7.61 13.03 22.10
Potassium 1 a- 1.34 2.86 5.44 9.62 16.58
2 — 1.22 2,77 5.24 9.66 16.37
3 — 1*38 2S78 5.40 9.56 16.43
4 1.26 2.63 5.48 9.68 16.50
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and Babcock^, who investigated both properties of several cossasrcial 
glasses, concluded that viscosity and resistivity were related as:
* b #p For the glasses studied by Littleton a was* found to
have values v a r y i n g  froas 2.36 to 4 arid b varying from 0 to 0*65, 
while Babcock found a to vary fro© 2 to 6. Such indicator, as both 
investigators have concluded, that the work function for viscosity 
and resistivity are not equal but that the work function for resis­
tivity is greater and in the order of magnitude of the values derived 
for a. In Fig. 11 log and log p for a lead-borosilieat© glass 
considered by Littleton are plotted against the reciprocal of th© 
absolute temperature in which case the value of & was found to be 3* 
Also presented In Fig. 12 are the log resistivity data for a boron 
trioxide glass containing 2.4 per cent sodium tetraborate by weight 
(approximately 0.55$ sodium by weight) as reported by Thora&sA, and 
the log viscosity data for boron trioxide glass as reported by 
Yolarovich, and Tolstoi^. It Is felt that a comparison of this data 
is feasible in view of the fact that isothermal studies of viscosity 
change as a function of the aodiun content, also investigated by 
Yolarovich and Tolstoi, indicate that no significant change in vis­
cosity is produced by sodium additions in the order of 0.55 per cent by 
weight. It will be noted that for the sodium-boron trioxide glass the 
slope of logs p against X/T has a greater elope than log _A. against 
l/f, and thus, a in the relation proposed by Littleton and Babcock,
-^Babcock, C. L., Loc. cit.
^Thaa&s, J. 3., Loc. cit.
^Yolarovich, It. and Tolstoi, D. M., "The Viscosity of the 
Binary System - B2O3 and KaBOg — NaPO^ in The Fused State,w































namely, r \  ** b*p~/a has a Tain© less than one, specifically 0.52.
Thus, in the case of the sodium-boron trioxide glasses considered, the 
work function for viscosity an pears to be smaller than for resistivity, 
approximately one-half, which is the converse of the case for the sili­
cate glasses thus far reported.
In order to permit further correlation of the relative mobility 
data obtained in the study with the other pertinent properties, the log 
of the average values for the sodium glass studied are plotted against 
the reciprocal of absolute temperature ir* Fig. 12 along with reciprocal 
viscosity, or fluidity, data after Volarovich and Tolstoi, and recipro­
cal resistivity, or conductivity, data after Thomas, the latter curve 
being designated gross conductivity (-A.g). The mobility and fluidity 
curves are nearly parallel straight lines. Thus, those two properties 
are apparently related as: f * whore a has a value in the
order of 0.93, indicating that fluidity and mobility increases at 
approximately the same rate as temperature is changed. The gross con­
ductivity changes isore rapidly than fluidity indicating that in the ex­
ponential relation between these two properties a has a value in the 
order of 0.56*
The fact that conductivity apparently is changing at a more 
rapid rate than mobility offers a point of interest. Such would indi­
cate that an increasing number of freen Iona must enter into the rate 
process as temperature is increased; however, this is not consistent 
with the findings of Arndt^ who found upon investigating the system, 
sodium metaphosphate - boron trioxide, that the sodium mstaphoaphate 
was completely dissociated in the viscous state or the previously cited
^Amdt, K., Op. cit., aiectrochoia 11s 578, 1907
investigations of the silicate glasses which indicate that the number 
of n free” ions remains relatively constant through'a considerable 
temperature interval. Further consideration of the data of Thomas'? and 
Spaght and Clark® offered a further explanation* and one which is more 
consistent with the above. If the conductivity of the pure boron tri­
oxide glass is considered an inherent property, -which apparently would 
be electronic in nature, and is subtracted from the conductivity of 
the glass reported to contain 0.55 per cent sodium by weight, the dif­
ference should be the conductance contributed by the oodium ions alone. 
Upon plotting this difference against the reciprocal of the absolute 
temperature, as shown in Fig. 12 (curve designated A. N), it is indi­
cated that this net change In conductivity lieo nearly parallel to the 
mobility and fluidity curves, thus, the net change is increasing at a 
rate nearly equal to that of fluidity and mobility. This is more 
clearly indicated in Fig. 13 wherein the average rates, gross conduc­
tivity and net conductivity change are plotted as logarithms® against 
log fluidity. In view of the nearly equal rate of change of fluidity 
and the net change in conductivity, fluidity seemingly is equal to the 
net change times a constant (f • C-AU) or Waldon*s rule 0\-A. <* c) Is 
apparently applicable, if only the conductivity attributable to the 
ionic carrier ia considered*
(Thomas, J. B., Lac. cit.












RELATION HSTNNSN LOG I,LLATIVE J/OhlLITY, SPECIFIC 
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AND LOG FLUIDITY
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1. It is indicated that a study of the rate of space charge develop* 
ment provides a feasible method for the determination of relative 
ionic mobility o f  s im p le glasses in the viscous state.
2. For low concentrations the ionic mobility of alkali ions in boron 
trioxide glass is apparently related to temperature in the form of 
a simple exponential, m - a’e-^/?.
3m It is Indicated tli&t mobility and ionic size are related similarly 
in the form  m *
4* It is indicated that ionic mobility, net change in conductivity due 
to the presence of alkali ions and fluidity vary at nearly equal 
rates as temperature in varied.
5« Malden’s rule, r A jj «* c, is apparently applicable in the case of 
boron trioxide glass of low alkali content, wherein -A-jj is the net 
change in conductivity produced by the addition of the alkali ions 
rather than the gross conductivity cf the glass.
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Forming of Alumina Crucibles: The alumina crucible© used to contain 
the glass wore formed by the casting process. She casting slip was 
prepared from eight mesh tabular alumina procured from the Aluminum 
Cotspapy of America which was ground in a pebble sill to pass through a 
100 mesh sieve. The most satisfactory slip was composed of 90 per cent 
aluminum oxide am! 10 per cent aluMnum hydroxide both on weight basis, 
two per cent concentrated hydrochloride acid b y weight was added as a 
defloculeni, and water was added to provide a specific gravity of ap­
proximately 2,5. Tills batch was charged in a pebble mill and ground 
until not more than five per cent of the material remained on a 200 
mesh sieve. The specific gravity was then adjusted to 2,2.
Initial attempts to cast crucibles of the desired height* ap­
proximately 5 inches, and wall thickness, approximately, but not ex­
ceeding, l / l 6  of an Inch, were unsuccessful. In dense piaster Isolds 
the slip n sot up** on the plaster wall failed to adhere to the plaster 
sufficiently after the removal of the excess slip to provent slumping 
in the mold* When the porosity of the sold was increased sufficiently 
to prevent slumping, the cast cracked either prior to release or upon 
removal frosi the mid. deducing the hydroxide content of the slip was 
found to reduce the shrinkages however, the strength of the cast was 
reduced apparently in the sans proportion. Several organic binders 
war© added to the slip in an effort to increase the strength of the
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cast during ■ the period prior to re-lease; however, none could be found 
that would attain sufficient strength in the mass In view of its water 
content.
This difficulty v&e finally overcome by lining the porous plas­
ter molds with tissue paper. The sluslna m o  built up on this paper 
ourf&ee in throe separate costings** i&t first, the excess slip was re­
moval after m ch  p o u r i n g  by siphoning, however, the process was found 
to be too slow in view of the relatively high viscosity o f  the slip, 
end m e later replaced b y  v&euu®~lif ting the slip Into an evacuated re­
ceiving bottle* It waii found that crucibles with walls as thin as l/6& 
of an inch could be &&do; hoover, these m r e  too fragile to be drilled 
as was necessary in this application, and, therefore, wall thicknesses 
in the order of l/l6 of an inch were used*
After forming, the crucibles were placed in a drier maintained 
at 80*0, for twenty-four hours. These were then fired in an electric 
11 OXo-bar” furnace to XQOO*C., at which temperature sufficient 
strength « u  attained to p erm it drilling. Using a number sixty gauge 
wire drill, holes were drilled for the lead w ire s  o f  th e bottom elec­
trode and voltage probes. The ssoasl c a p , which supported tbs top elec­
trode, vrarj ground into the top to provide a good sliding fit. Final 




CONSTANT TSSPHKAtlffiS'FURNACE AND CQIfTBDL CIRCUIT
A eres8—section view of the viscosity furnace is shown in Fig* 
13. the winding consists of 300 inches of 0.0201 inch diameter, Brown 
and Sharp Gauge No. 24, platinum - lOf rhodium alloy, wire wound on a 
thro© inch bore alundum- furnace tube for external winding, manufactured 
by the Horton Company. The winding was protected from the magnesia in­
sulation by a concentric alundum tube with four inch inside bore. The 
base, supporting these alundum tubes, and the top of the chamber were 
made by mixing 40 per cent sawdust by volume with one hundred mesh 
alumina and sufficient alumina slip to form a thick slurry. This was 
formed in plaster molds, dried and fired to 1400*0. Due to the porous 
nature of the fired pieces they were easily cut, drilled and ground to 
fit the adjacent pieces of the assembly.
The temperature controlling circuit is shown- in Fig. 14• Tne 
recording potentiometer was & galvanometer type, Leeds and Northrop
instrument, the upper limit switch of which shunted the line rheostat,? ■ •
closing when the temperature dropped below the control point and open­
ing above the control point. The rheostat shunting the center winding 
permitted proportionating of the current between the end windings and 
the center winding; thereby, the heat input at the ends of the chamber 
could be adjusted to compensate of the greater heat loss encountered. 
Both rheostats had a maximum resistance of 9*9 ohms and were of the 
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SCHEMATIC WIRING DIAGRAM OF TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL CIRCUIT
FIG. 15
0-55 drapers, Triplet type He* 431 Indicated the total current in the
winding, while the auio~t r&na Ifors»r, an eighteen hundred wait tf&ri&c,
)
permitted regulation of the total, current* The Leeds and Northrup,
Type £-2# potentiometer could be connected to an y one of the three 
theraocouples bp mean© o f switch Mo* 1, which m s  a Leeds and northrup, 
tun point, double polo, hype ©witch* Switch Mo. 2, a double pole, 
double; throw toggle switch was used to disconnect the recording poten­
tiometer m d the center theme couple to permit xso&eu re aent© with the
■ J  %Type IC-2 potentiometer* Switch Mo. 3 «e» a double pole; single throw 
toggle switch*
The accessory* t tm m  used in conjunction with the TJfpe M-2, po­
tentiometer were: (1) vacuum, thermos-bottle used ao the cold junction 
(2) direct current galvanometer, Leeds and Korthrup type IIS, Series 
2235 (3) Xppley standard cell.
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a p p m d ix  c
preheating muucs
A cross section of the furnace esiployed for preheating the cell 
prior to filling with the molten glass, is shown in Fig, 16. Tho elec­
trical heating element consisted of fifteen feet of Brown and Sharp® 
gauge number 16, nichraese alloy vLre which was wound on an alundum fur­
nace tube, seven inches long, with an inside bore of one and one-half 
inches# Two Babcock and Wilcox Type K-3Q insulating fire bricks, which 
were cut to provide a cavity to receive the tube and winding, consti­
tuted the insulation. An eighteen gauge sheet, steel shell m s  used to 
contain the insulation and furnace tub®. The extension leads of the 
winding were passed through drilled holeo in the shell and insulation 
and bolted to an external terminal strip. The external terminal strip 
consisted of two transits plates, two inches square, fastened to the 
shell as indicated# The temperature was indicated by & Weston, Model 
301, mill! volt met er calibrated for a ch romel-aluael therirao couple# Th© 
furnace temperature was controlled by manual adjustment of an auto- 
transformer providing the input voltage.
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CROSS SECTION OF PREHEATING FURNACE
K S  ALUMDUM C O  TRANSlTE 
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